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apt: ready, likely, inclined (Latin) – The dog, if teased is apt to bite. 

baste: sew temporarily; moisten (Middle English; Middle Fr.; German; Norse)– When you cook the turkey, baste it every hour. 

quaint: pleasingly old-fashioned (Middle Eng; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – We visited the quaint Amish town. 

quench: satisfy (Middle Eng.; Old Eng; Old Frisian - Germanic people)  – Water will quench your thirst. 

*serf: rel. to feudal class (Fr.; Old Fr.; Latin) – The serf is a member of the feudal class subject to his lord. 

thrive: flourish, prosper (Middle Eng.; Old Norse)  – Your business will thrive if you persevere. 

toil: work hard (Middle Eng.; Anglo-Fr.) – Construction workers toil every day. 

vague: not clear (Middle Fr.; Latin) – She has a vague idea of what you want; please elaborate. 

yield: render (Middle Eng.; Old high German)  – The tree will yield good fruit if you take care of it.  

boast: brag (Middle Eng.) -- I boast about my niece’s musical ability. 

braille: system of writing for the blind (Name of Luis Braille) – Can you read braille? 

debt: sin; trespass; something owed (Middle Eng.; Anglo-Fr.: Latin) – Did you pay your debt? 

dread: fear greatly (Middle Eng.; Old Eng.) – I dread going to the dentist. 

*feat: a triumph (Middle Eng.; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Going to the Central-American- Caribbean Games is a great feat. 

foe: enemy (Middle English; Old Eng.; Old high German)  – Are you friend or foe? 

flaw: defect (Middle English; Old Norse; Old Eng.) – The main character in Shakespeare usually has a flaw. 

*foul: offensive to the senses (Middle English; Old Eng.; Old High German; Latin: Greek) – He used foul language. 

gasp: react by a sudden breath (Middle English; Old Norse) – We heard the crowd gasp as the performer fell to the ground. 

glimpse: look briefly (Middle English; Old High German) – Give me a glimpse of your project done for the Faith Fair. 

gnarled: knotty (Middle English; Middle High German) – Arthritis caused the woman’s hands to be gnarled. 
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grieve: distress; sorrow (Middle English; Anglo-French; Latin; Greek; Sanskrit)–After the death of a loved one, we grieve. 

haunt: visit; trouble (Middle English; Anglo-French; Old Norse)–If you read Hawthorn, you’ll see how his ideas haunt you. 

*heir: one who inherits (Middle English; Anglo-French; Latin; Greek– William of England is the heir to the throne. 

hoist: lift; raise (Low German) – Can you help hoist the boxes onto the pickup truck? 

irk: make weary; irritated; bored (Middle English) – Loud, prolonged noises irk my father. 

keen: sharp, eager, intense (Middle English; Old Eng.; Old High German) – Cats have a keen sense of cleanliness. 

leash: restraining rope (Middle English; Anglo-Fr.) – Keep the dog on a leash. 

lure: entice (Middle English; Anglo-Fr.; German) – Strangers lure children into following them. 

mere: being nothing more than (Middle English; Latin)  – I am a mere mortal. 

myth: traditional story, historical figures; explain a belief (Grk) – She spoke of the myth regarding pure American spirit. 

oath: formal attestation to truth (Middle English; Old Eng.; Old High German; Middle Irish) – Take an oath before testifying. 

phase: stage of a project (New Latin; Grk) – We are entering into a new phase in the development of the plan. 

pierce: stab; perforate (Middle English; Anglo-Fr. Latin)– Her mother would not allow her to pierce her nose and her tongue. 

plead: argue a case (Middle English; Anglo-Fr.)– I plead with you not to go to that party at midnight. 

plot: plan of a story (Middle English; Old Eng.)  – The plot of the story gives you its structure. 

phase: We are entering into a new phase in the development of the plan. 

poach: to cook in water; invade (Middle English; Middle Fr.; Old Fr.) – We asked the Star journalist not to poach that field. 

*prey: animal eaten; victim (Middle English; Anglo-Fr. Latin)   – The eagle devours its prey. 

prompt: quick (Middle English; Medieval Latin) – Your prompt response is appreciated. 

*prose: ordinary language (Middle English; Anglo Fr.; Latin) – I prefer writing poetry to writing prose. 
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pry: make a nosy inquiry (Middle English)– If your friend does not wish to share the news, do not pry. 

pun: play on words (Italian)  – In literature, we find the use of the pun, especially in comedy. 

quote: exact words (Latin)   – Did you use that quote verbatim?  

rash: impulsive; outbreak (Middle English; Old High German; Fr.)  Do not fall into the habit of making rash judgments. 

realm: kingdom; sphere; domain – We are entering a realm unknown to me when we speak about medicine. 

*reign: time of governing (Middle English; Anglo-Fe. Latin) Students know about the reign of their patron. 

*surf – the swell of the sea that breaks upon the shore (unknown) Do you like to surf when the wind is wild? 

stray: separate (Middle English; Anglo-Fr.) – It is important to treat stray animals with care. 

text: printed words (Middle English; Anglo-Fr. Latin) – Please read the exact text from John 10:10. 

theme: subject; topic (Middle English; Anglo-Fr.; Latin; Gk) – The theme of the artistic representation is joy. 

threat: expression to inflict hurt; impending (Middle English; Old Eng.; Old High German; Latin) – The treat of attack was terrifying. 

toil: work – Labor and toil are synonyms. 

toll: $ paid to pass through; price (Middle English; Old Eng.; Latin; Gk.) Please give me money to pay the toll. 

urge: strongly encourage (Latin) – I urge you to do your best. 

vault: chamber (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Do you keep your cash and your jewelry in a vault at the bank? 

yacht: watercraft (Dutch; German) – I took a ride around the bay in his yacht. 

yield: render; submit; succumb; defer (ME; Old Eng.; Old High German)The tree will yield good fruit if you take care of it.  

abrupt: unexpected; steep (Latin) – Children resent abrupt speech. 

absorb: take in; acquire; learn (Anglo-Fr.; Lithuanian; Latin; Grk)Bounty paper towels can absorb liquid very well. 

absurd: ridiculously unreasonable (MFr.; Latin) It is absurd to think that thirty dollars monthly is enough allowance for him. 
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abuse: corrupt practice; use improperly (Middle English; Middle Fr.; Latin) Do not abuse anyone ever. 

access: permission to enter; increase (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) We do not have access to the information. 

adapt: make fit; adjust (French; Latin) If you cannot adapt to change, this job will be difficult for you. 

adept: good at (Latin) – The students are adept in sports as well as in dance. 

advent: coming (Middle English; Latin) The advent of the pasteurization brought great changes in the milk industry. 

accord: unison (Middle English; Anglo-Fr. Latin) – We support your efforts with one accord. 

acute: sharp (Middle English; Latin) – The child suffered from acute appendicitis.  

adhere: stick (Middle French; Latin)   – If you study here, you need to adhere to the rules. 

adopt: take by choice (Middle English; Middle Fr. Latin)   – The couple decided to adopt the homeless child. 

ally: form a connection (Middle English; Anglo-Fr.; Latin) - England is an ally to the US. 

arid: dry (French; Latin; Sanskrit; Old Eng.)  – The arid climate is not for him. 

assume: take up, receive, undertake (Middle English; Latin) You now need to assume responsibility for that. 

acquire: come to have (Middle English; Anglo-Fr. Latin) With time you will acquire experience in public speaking. 

adjust: regulate (Middle English; Old Fr.; Latin)  – Please adjust your watch to Central Time. 

applaud: express approval (Middle English; Old Fr.; Latin) I applaud your efforts to live by the values of this institution. 

attain: acquire (Middle English; Anglo-Fr.; Latin) – You  have three months to attain that goal. 

avert: turn away; avoid (Middle English; Middle Fr.; Latin)   – Do not avert your attention from the speaker. 

badger: harass; annoy; mammal (none)– If you continue to badger your neighbor, he will take you to court. 

baffle: disconcert (Middle English; Scotch)   – The cost of living there will baffle you. 

ballot: voting card (Italian)   – I sent in my absentee ballot for the local primaries. 
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bankrupt: insolvent; lacking an attribute (Middle French; Old Ital; Latin) Many companies went bankrupt after 911. 

banish: drive out (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Old High German) – The light will banish the darkness. 

*barren: not producing; fruitless (Middle English; Anglo-French; Celtic; Welsh) Elizabeth was barren, but the Lord blessed her. 

*baron – nobleman; owner; meat; powerful owner (ME; Anglo-Fr.; German) The baron was noble in every sense of the word. 

basis: principal component (Latin)  On what basis did you make that brash statement? 

blemish: spoil by flaw (Middle English; Old French; Germanic)Your answering back has placed a blemish on your record. 

betray: lead astray (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) There is no indication of the plan to betray the policeman. 

bombard: attack with artillery; words (Middle English; Middle Fr.; Latin) News reports bombard us. 

blockade: obstruct (No origin given)When England sent the message to form a blockade, colonists rebelled. 

boycott: refusal (Charles Boycott) University students planned to boycott the finance office because of costs. 

bureau: chest of drawers; dep’t subdivision (Fr. ; Latin) Please move the bureau to the left; I will place the table there. 

burly: husky – (Middle English) The burly man scared the little children. 

campaign: series of operations to reach a goal– Did you join the campaign to support the rights of the family? 

cancel: annul; call off (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin)  – Do not cancel the appointment with the dentist. 

candid: openly sincere (French; Latin; Welch; Sanskrit) – A child’s remarks are usually candid. 

career: life choice (Middle Fr; Med. Latin)– Are you interested in a career in medicine? 

casual: informal (Middle English; Middle Fr.; Latin)– You may come in casual clothing. 

caution: warn (Latin)– I caution you as your teacher to be careful of your remarks. 

challenge: stimulating task (Middle English; Old Fr; Latin)– This contest is a challenge to all of us. 

chaos: bedlam (Latin; Grk.)– When the fire bell rang during recess, chaos erupted. 
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cherish: treasure; hold dear (Middle English; Mid Fr.; Old Fr; Latin)– Cherish the time you spend with your family. 

climax: turning pt. (Late Latin; Grk.)– The climax of the story occurs when the child realizes he was adopted. 

collapse: fall (Latin)– The house built on sand is bound to collapse. 

collide: clash (Latin) Your views did collide with your friend’s; but you handled the discussion well. 

commit: do, perform; carry into action (Middle English; Latin)– The boy said he did not commit the crime; I believe him. 

complaint: outcry; allegation against (Middle English; Mid.Fr; old Fr.) – I will hear all about the complaint tomorrow. 

complex: complicated (Latin)– The complex problems take about two weeks to investigate. 

compute: determine (Latin)– Be sure to compute your income tax correctly. 

conceal: hide (Middle English; Fr; Latin)– When you try to conceal the truth, people mistrust you. 

conduct: direct (Middle English; Middle Fr.; Latin)– I would like to conduct that orchestra one day. 

confide: share deepest thoughts with (ME; Middle Fr.; Latin)– It is important for you to confide in someone you trust. 

confirm: ratify (Middle English; Old Fr; Latin)– If you do not confirm your participation on time, you may lose the opportunity. 

conform: follow; obey (Middle English; Mid Fr; Latin)– It is hard to conform to the new rules; but I will do it. 

congest: clog (Middle English– If you block the intersection, traffic will congest rapidly. 

conscience: inner voice (Middle English; Old Fr.; Latin)– Your conscience must be well formed and well informed. 

consent: approval (Middle English; Latin)– I did not give my consent to that plan. 

contrast: degree of difference (Fr; Latin) – In contrast to your statement, the procedure begins with my approval. 

convert: change form (ME; Middle Fr; Latin)–Can you convert that information to the American system of measurement? 

crisis: difficult, trying time (Middle English;Latin; Grk)– A crisis situation can be handled well if you think before you act. 

crucial: decisive (Fr; Latin)–The response of the priest is crucial to our plan for the religious celebration. 
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dainty: delicate (Middle English; Old Fr; Latin)– The young woman’s dainty mannerisms contrast with those of her sister. 

debate: discussion (Middle English; Middle + Old Fr; Latin)– The forensics debate team is planning the activity. 

debris: remains; rubbish (Fr)– Accumulation of debris causes flooding. 

decade: 10 (Middle English; Middle Fr; Latin; Grk)– A decade has passed and we still did not finish that project. 

deceased: dead (Middle English; Latin)– We pray for the living and the deceased. 

deceive: be false to (Middle English; Middle Fr; Latin)– Do not participate in the plan to deceive your teacher. 

decrease: go down in # (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin)- John the Baptist said, “He must increase; I must decrease.” 

defy: openly disobey (Middle English; Middle Fr; Latin)– In spite of corrections, the boy continued to defy the teacher. 

denial: negation (Latin) – The girl’s constant denial of participation in the ridicule made us suspicious. 

deny: declare untrue (Latin)– Do not deny the child’s need to sing, dance and enjoy life. 

deport: obligate to leave (Middle Fr; Latin)– The policy states that the Immigration Department official will deport you.  

depose: testify (Middle English; MidFr; Latin)– Next week you are scheduled to depose at the county court. 

derive: take out of (Middle English; MidFr; Latin)– How many words can you derive from the word transcendental? 

descend: come down thru the ages (Middle English; OldFr; Latin)– Popular songs descend from old ballads. 

detach: separate (Fr;Old Fr.)– We are taught to detach ourselves from the issue at hand. 

detect: find and identify (Middle Fr; Latin) – We could not detect the origin of the chaotic situation. 

dictate: pronounce; speak or act domineeringly (Latin)– Please dictate 10 words to me so that I can practice my spelling skills. 

diction: way of speaking  (Latin; OE; L; Grk)– Public speakers need to work on their diction. 

dilute: attenuate; make thinner (Latin)– If you find the soup too thick, dilute it with water. 

dingy: run-down (unknown)– The description in Oliver Twist reveals that Fagan lived in a dingy place. 
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discord: division (Middle English; Old Fr; Latin)– The discord between the two factions is the subject of our discussion. 

disguise: put on a costume (Middle English; Mid Old Fr; )– Did you disguise yourself for the masquerade party? 

*disgust: aversion (Middle Fr; Latin)– After your derogatory comments, she looked away in disgust. 

dismal: saddening (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin)– Rainy days are quite dismal. 

dissect: cut up (Latin)– In former days, all students had to dissect a frog. 

dissolve: disappear (Middle English; Latin)– Sugar will dissolve fast in hot water. 

district: region (Fr; Latin)– We belong to the district of San Juan. 

distort: twist out of proportion (Latin)– If your distort the truth, you will ruin your reputation. 

distract: take away one’s concentration (Middle English; Latin) – Do not allow your friend to distract you during this bee. 

disturb: bother (Middle English; Old Fr; Latin)– Please do not disturb. 

doubtful: dubious (Latin)– I am doubtful about the information given me. 

doubtless: certain (Middle English; Old Fr; Latin)– It is clear that you’re correct; doubtless, I announce that you will compete. 

*dual: double (Latin) - This activity has a dual purpose: to increase vocabulary and to promote reading. 

earnest: serious intent (Middle + English; German)– In earnest I tell you; you’re just great! 

eavesdrop: listen (Old English)– Ruthie tended to eavesdrop on all family members. 

*effect: consequence (Middle English; Middle Fr; Latin)– What effect does the election have on your mother’s job? 

engage: take part in (Middle English; Middle Fr; Old Fr.)– Do not engage in vulgar conversation. 

envy: resentful awareness (Middle English; Old Fr; Latin)– It takes courage to admit to envy; and strength to overcome it.  

era: period of time (Latin)– She acts as if she comes from another era. 

error: mistake (Middle English; Middle Fr; Latin)– To commit an error is human; to forgive, divine. 
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essay: interpretive literary composition (ME; Middle Fr; Latin)– English teachers assigned the essay to the ninth graders. 

escort: accompany (Fr; IT. Latin)– Were you part of the group chosen to escort the Archbishop to his place? 

exceed: go over(Middle English; Middle Fr; Latin) – The invited speaker told us that the results will far exceed our dreams! 

excel: do very well (Middle English; Latin)– You excel in Spelling. 

excess: superfluity (Middle English; Mid.Fr; Latin)– Please try to get rid of the excess of materials. 

exclaim: express w. emotion (Middle Fr; Latin)– When the announcement is made, I am sure the crowd will exclaim: Great job! 

exert: employ; put forth (Latin)– Do not exert too much energy lifting heavy objects. 

expand: open up (Middle English; Latin)– Your job opportunities will expand as you increase your knowledge. 

export: carry away  (Middle English; Latin)– The island will begin to export sugar again soon. 

falter: make a mistake (Middle English)– If you falter, try to keep your composure. 

famine: scarcity period (Middle English; Middle Fr; Latin) – The potato famine was a cause of emigration from Ireland. 

famished: hungry (ME; Mid. Fr.; Latin)–After a long day at school and extra-curricular activities, you must be famished. 

fatal: deadly (Middle English; Middle Fr; Latin)– The fatal crash had an unforgettable impact on the class. 

fatigue: exhaustion  (Fr; Latin)– Our drama teacher is suffering from fatigue. 

feline: cat-like (Latin)– Garfield has many feline friends. 

flourish: expand; be successful (ME; Middle Fr; Latin)– Your work will flourish if you consistently acquire new clients. 

folklore: customs, tales, dances, art (M + OEng; German) – Many English teachers study folklore to enhance their knowledge. 

foresight: ability to see ahead of time (OFr; L)– Our group did not have the foresight to prevent the devastation of the project. 

*foreword: introduction (German)– Did you read the foreword before beginning Chapter I? 

formal: structured; planned (Middle English; Mid. Fr; Latin)– Did you take formal music lessons or do you play by ear? 
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fortress: wall (Middle English; Fr; Latin)– You can visit the famous fortress in San Juan. 

forum: area or place to meet and discuss (Latin)– The classroom is not a forum for complaints about school rules. 

fragile: delicate  (Middle Fr; Latin)– Be careful not the break that fragile dish. 

fragment: part of (Middle English; Anglo-Fr)– Please be sure every fragment of the bread is cleaned up in the kitchen. 

fragrant: pleasant (Middle English; Latin)– The fragrant odor of lilies fills the Church on Easter. 

frantic: nervous; disordered (Middle English)– Calm down; frantic behavior does not help you. 

fulfill: put into effect (Middle English; Old E)– I expect you to fulfill your promises. 

futile: w/o effect (Middle Fr; Latin) – My efforts to convince the girl to study harder were futile. 

gesture: action; movement of the body expressing oneself  (ME; Latin)– Your kind gesture of support will long be remembered. 

ghastly: completely out of order (ME)– That ghastly comment about poor health care was inappropriate in Emergency. 

glacial: frigid  (Latin)– It became very cold, the temperature almost glacial; and it was only October. 

glucose: sugar (Fr; Gk.)– The test shows a low level of glucose and a high level of hydrogen chloride. 

gossip: rumors (Middle English; Old Eng.) – I refuse to listen to gossip about the new student. 

gorgeous: beautiful (Middle English; Middle Fr;)– The gorgeous young woman applied for the modeling position. 

gracious: pleasing; cordial; affable (Middle English; Middle Fr; Latin) – God is gracious and loving at all times. 

grotesque: bizarre (Middle French; Old I)– Movies with grotesque characters do not at all appeal to me. 

guidance: leadership; counsel (ME; MFr; German; OE) Without guidance of the teacher, it is hard to complete the composition. 

hamper: inhibit (Middle English)– Excess weight will hamper your progress as a basketball player. 

*hardy: bold, brave, audacious, robust (ME; Old Fr; German E) – Cowboys have hardy features. 

haughty: pompous  (Middle English; Latin)– The class president’s haughty attitude caused several problems among the leaders. 
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haven: safe place (Middle English; OE; German)– Our home is a haven for the lonely, the hungry and the lost. 

hazard: danger (Middle English; Mid. Fr; Arabic)– Beware of all materials that are a fire hazard. 

*hearty: warm; from the heart (Middle English; OE; German) – The superintendent gave us a hearty welcome. 

hover: protect; fluctuate around (Middle English)– Mothers tend to hover over their children. 

humane: compassionate (Middle English)– She was awarded for her humane treatment of animals. 

*idle: w/o work (ME; OE; G) The young man was idle for several months, then he worked at Sears. 

ignite: set aflame (Latin) – Please ignite the grill so that we can make the steaks. 

immune: exempt (ME;L) – The woman became immune to the insults; she ignored all negativism. 

impact: impression (Latin) – Your speech had a great impact on the athlete. 

impel: incite  (Latin) – What will impel you to work harder in science class? 

imply: give the impression (Middle English; Anglo-Fr) – Are you trying to imply that you did not receive instructions? 

import: bring into (Middle English; Latin) – Our country needs to import many products from Spain. 

impose: force; establish by authority (Middle Fr; Latin) – Try not to impose on your grandparents; they need their rest. 

incite: cause (Middle Fr; Latin) – By reacting, you incite your brother to follow your negative ways. 

inert: immovable (Latin) – The actress was so inert she seemed dead. 

inform: let you know (Middle English; Anglo- Fr; Latin) – I am happy to inform you that you are a finalist in the contest. 

inhale: take in (Middle English; Latin) – If you accidentally inhale smoke, call the doctor. 

instinct: natural aptitude (Middle English; Latin) – By instinct, an animal takes care of its young. 

invade: attack (Middle English; Latin) – I am not in agreement to invade a nation. 

involve: encompass, consist of (Middle English; Latin) – Your new job will involve taking care of planning details. 
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issue: distribute officially (Middle English; Middle Fr; Latin; gothic; Grk.; Sanskrit) – Congress will issue new regulations. 

*kernel: grain, center (Middle English; Old E) – Quarks, defined by scientists as particles, seem to be the kernel of the matter. 

knapsack: bag; supplies (German; Dutch) – Bring your knapsack to the sleepover. 

legend: story (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin; Grk.) – I forget the basic plot of that famous legend, Sleepy Hollow. 

leisure: free time (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – At your leisure, do all your required reading. 

lenient: easy on us (Latin) – Our math teacher is lenient; we do not always do the work! 

license: certification to do… (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – I cannot wait to get a driver’s license. 

linger: wane in strength; loiter (Middle English; OE) – It is sad to see a sick loved one linger for days after suffering a stroke. 

loiter: hang around (Middle English) – Do not loiter around empty buildings. 

lunar: having to do w. the moon (Middle English; Latin) – The lunar eclipse will occur again soon. 

luscious: delicious (Middle English) – The steak, the chicken and the pork is luscious in that restaurant. 

maintain: keep (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – In an emergency, try to maintain your calm. 

mammal: warm-blood vertebrae feeds young milk (Latin) – A lion is an example of a mammal. 

mammoth: gigantic (Russian) – Stonehenge contains mammoth rock formations. 

maroon: leave w/o hope  (Fr; Spanish) – The fishermen were forced to maroon the boat and wait for us on the desert island. 

marvel: wonder (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – I marvel at the work you have done! 

menace: threat (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – His irritating behavior was a menace to the entire class. 

merit: reward due (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin; Grk.) – Your hard work will merit the first place medal. 

migrate: move/pass (Latin) – It is fun to watch the geese migrate South. 

misdeed: evil (Middle English; OE) – Every misdeed was punished; every good deed rewarded. 
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mobile: movable (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Socially mobile workers have made their way up the ladder to success. 

modest: decent (Latin) – You did a modest amount of service to that organization. 

moral: ethical (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) You made a healthy moral judgment; we are proud of you. 

morale: spirits (Fr.) – Entertainers lift the morale of the soldiers at war. 

mortal: deadly (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – We study about venial and mortal sin. 

motive: purpose (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – The motive behind the action is more important than the action. 

*mourning: grieving (Middle English; OE; German; Gk.) – After a death, there is a period of mourning. 

neutral: not engaged on either side (Middle English; Latin) – France remained neutral in the struggle. 

notion: idea (Latin) – What ridiculous notion prompted you to follow the class clown’s behavior? 

nourish: give food to (ME; Anglo-Fr; L; Grk; Sanskrit) – Good food will nourish the body; prayer will nourish the soul. 

nuisance: annoyance (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – That barking is a nuisance to the entire group. 

obscure: hidden (Middle English; Anglo-Fr.; Latin) -  Jesus was born in an obscure village.

offense(ce): violation (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – DUI is a serious offence. 

offspring: young (Middle English; OE) – Animals take care of their offspring. 

omit: eliminate (Middle English; Latin) – Do not omit anyone from your circle of contacts. 

ordeal: trial (Middle English; OE; German) – What kind of an ordeal are you involved in now? 

pageant: exhibition (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) -  The woman disliked the Miss America pageant.

partial: not general (Middle English; Latin) – You gave a partial solution to the matter at hand.  

persuade: convince (Latin)–The nurse tried to persuade the child to take the bitter-tasting medicine. 

petty: minor (Middle English) – Petty arguments cause division. 
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pewter: alloy of lead (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – The child was attracted by the pewter statues in the entrance to the museum. 

pigment: color (Middle English; Latin) – The yellowish pigment prompted the doctor to do more tests. 

placid: peaceful (Latin) – I sat by the placid lake for hours. 

pollute: contaminate (Middle English; Latin; Grk.) – Sand from Africa can pollute our air. 

portion: part (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Did you eat your portion of the meal? 

portrait: picture (Middle Fr) – Please paint a portrait of your great grandmother. 

possess: own (Middle English; Middle Fr; Latin) – He does not possess a computer, but masters the skills in school. 

precise: exact (Middle English; Middle Fr; Latin) – Precise calculations are required in Math. 

predict: tell ahead of time (Latin) – Can you predict the outcome of that story? 

prestige: high standing (Fr.; Mid. Fr; Latin) – The young woman was more interested in prestige than in honesty. 

profound: deep (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – The message is profound; I congratulate your efforts. 

propel: drive forward (Middle English; Latin) – We need your help to propel action on that matter. 

protest: open opposition (Middle English) – Do not get involved in the protest. 

provoke: incite (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; ) – Some people provoke others to rebel. 

prudent: discreet (Middle English; Middle Fr; Latin) – I admire the prudent planning of the superintendent. 

pursue: go after (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – No matter what, pursue your dreams. 

pigment: color (Middle English; Latin) - The yellowish pigment prompted the doctor to order more tests. 

pious: holy, reverent (Middle English; Latin) – We learned to pray as well as to perform pious acts. 

placid: peaceful (Latin) - I sat by the placid lake for hours. 

porcelain: ceramic (Middle Fr; I; Latin) – We called the principal, the porcelain doll. 
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precise: exact (Middle English; Middle Fr; Latin) - Precise calculations are required in Math. 

prestige: honor (Fr.; Middle Fr; Latin) - The woman was more interested in prestige than in honesty. 

*premier: 1
st
 showing (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – We saw the premier of Therese in Plaza las Américas. 

*premiere: come out (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Tom Cruise will premiere in that new movie. 

presume: assume; expect (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – I presume that you will be arriving on Friday; the show is Saturday. 

profound: deep (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) - The message is profound; I congratulate your efforts. 

propel: drive forward (Middle English; Latin) - We need your help to propel action. 

prudent: discreet (Middle English; Middle Fr; Latin) - I admire the prudent planning of the superintendent. 

pursue: go after (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) - No matter what, pursue your dreams. 

random: not chosen; not planned (Middle English; Middle Fr; Latin) – Perform random acts of kindness. 

ransom: am’t in exchange for (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – The kidnapper called for a ransom of $50,000. 

rebate: $ back (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – If you hand in this coupon on time, you get a rebate. 

rebel: oppose taking arms (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Are you ready to rebel? 

reckless: careless (Middle English; OE; G) – Do not be reckless about driving, ever. 

receipt: written evidence (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Always get a receipt for each payment. 

recoil: flinch; move away (Middle English; Anglo-Fr;) – I would recoil at the suggestion of stealing. 

refrain: keep from (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Please refrain from comment on that matter. 

refuge: place of safety (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; L) – The Lord is our refuge. 

regime: time of leadership; type of rule (Fr; Latin) – Fear was the mark of that leader’s regime. 

regret: to be sorry (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; G; Norse) – I regret to tell you that you were turned down. 
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relate: tell (Latin) – I can relate the entire history to you. 

repel: cast away (Middle English; Middle Fr; Latin) – The spray will repel mosquitoes. 

request: ask for (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – I request an investigation regarding that matter. 

resign: renounce, give up (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – It is time for that man to resign his position as captain. 

remorse: self-reproach (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – The accused showed no remorse for what he did. 

remote: distant (Middle English; Latin) – There is a remote chance that you’ll be chosen to represent us. 

repel: cast away (Middle English; Middle Fr; Latin) - The spray will repel mosquitoes. 

resolve: solve (Middle English; Latin) – Can  you resolve problems? 

restore: bring back (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Please restore my faith in the system. 

restrain: tie; prevent from doing (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – The doctor had to restrain the patient. 

revise: re-do (Middle Fr; Latin) – Please revise your composition as I directed you to. 

rival: opponent (Middle Fr; Latin) – The school identified the musical group as its greatest rival. 

rigid: overly strict (Middle English; Latin) – The rigid form of keeping the rules was unacceptable to the supervisor. 

routine: usual  (Fr) – Always go for the routine check-up. 

ruthless: harsh (Middle English) – His ruthless treatment is publicly challenged. 

sable: animal (Middle Fr; German; Slavic) – The sable is a weasel, an animal smaller than a rabbit. 

scholar: studious person  (Middle English; L; Fr; G) – That woman is the best-known scholar in our town. 

sedate: unruffled (Latin) – She acted sedate among friends; loquacious among family members. 

*session: meeting (Old Fr.; Latin) – The session consists of four presentations and a question-and-answer period. 

severe: harsh (Middle Fr; Latin) – Severe  weather prohibits travel. 
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spacious: has much room (O English; G; Gothic; Latin) – The room is very spacious. 

status: condition; position in rank (Latin) – What is the status of the group of school applying for participation in forensics? 

stellar: star; outstanding (Latin) – You are a stellar student. 

static: charges, exerting force; stationary  (Latin; Grk.) – This spray will help avoid static electricity. 

subtle: elusive; obscure (Old Fr;) – His subtle remarks caused many problems. 

suburbs: outskirts of the city  (Fr; Latin) – Do you live in the city or in the suburbs? 

summit: apex (Fr; OFr.) – The house is located on the summit in the Guaynabo area. 

surplus: excess (Latin) – The poor benefit from surplus food. 

sustain: maintain life (Old Fr) – We need food to sustain us. 

survey: study (Old Fr) – Please complete the survey on time. 

symbol: sign; representation (Latin; Grk.) – The flag is the symbol of the nation. 

tactics: ways of playing; procedures (Latin; Grk.) – Teams have specific tactics for each game. 

tariff: costs (I; Latin; Arabic) – Please send me all means of transportation tariff. 

tarnish: mar (Fr; G; OE) – Do not tarnish your record with lateness. 

tension: conflict; stress  (Fr; Latin) – Dishonesty is causing tension. 

terrain: land; territory (Fr; Latin; Grk.) – Low hills constitute the terrain in Kentucky. 

thorough: complete (O English) – We order a thorough investigation of that incident. 

thrifty: careful in spending  (Middle English; Norse) – Be thrifty and you will accumulate interest. 

timid: shy (Latin) – You need to get help for your timid little brother. 

tiresome: overbearing  (Old Fr; Middle English) – Repetition can be tiresome; but it surely helps vocabulary development. 
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toxic: poisonous (Gr; Latin) – Reports of toxic spills prompt investigations. 

tranquil: peaceful (Old Fr) – Mother longs for the tranquil days of her youth. 

transit: traveling; passage (Latin) – While in transit, read, pray and rest if you can. 

turmoil: conflict; chaos (Middle Fr; Latin) – Inner turmoil can cause outward reactions. 

tumult: noise (Old Fr; Latin) – The tumult of the crowd attracted the attention of the TV cameras. 

tutor: private teacher (O Fr; Latin) – I need a tutor to help me regain my musical performance. 

twilight: light between full night and sunrise and sunset and full night (German) – The time of twilight occurs twice a day. 

tyrant: absolute ruler (O Fr; Spanish; Grk.) – That leader is a tyrant. 

unique: sole; unequaled (Fr; Latin) – His performance is unique; let’s send him to the competition. 

unite: join (Latin) – Let’s unite in prayer for a peaceful solution to the wars. 

upbraid: scold (Middle English; OE) – Mother will surely upbraid (scold) you for your bad conduct. 

urban: w/i city(Latin) – The urban train is becoming popular. 

urgent: necessary; pressing (Middle English; Middle Fr; Latin) – The doctor has an urgent need to speak to the family. 

usage: firmly established practice (Middle English; Anglo-Fr) – Correct usage is a must in this contest. 

vacuum: emptiness of space (Latin) – We do not learn in a vacuum. 

valiant: courageous (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Your valiant efforts are an example to others. 

veto: reject/prohibit (Latin) – He will surely veto the act presented by the representatives. 

veto -  

via: by way of (Latin) – The letter came via airmail. 

valid: acceptable, sound, cogent, convincing  (Middle Fr; Latin) – Your argument is a valid one. 
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valor: strength of mind and spirit (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – The soldier was awarded for his valor in battle. 

victim: person oppressed, mistreated (Latin) – I felt like the victim in this discussion. 

vigor: strength (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Let us proceed with vigor. 

villain: boor; scoundrel, criminal (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – The villain turned out to be the hero after all. 

vital: necessary (Middle English; Latin) – The medicine is vital to her ability to gain strength. 

vivid: clear (Latin) – Your vivid descriptions serve as an example to novices in writing. 

vocal: speech, sound, voice (Middle English; Latin) – She injured her vocal chords. 

vital: necessary (Middle English; Latin) - The medicine is vital to her ability to gain strength. 

wretched: dejected; deplorably bad (ME; MFr; Latin) – The wretched beggar irritated the queen; but later changed her heart. 

wardrobe: clothing (Middle English; Middle Fr; Latin) – You need to improve your wardrobe if you intend to work here. 

widespread: widely diffused (ME; MFr; Latin) – The widespread use of drugs is becoming more and more dangerous to society. 

wretched (Middle English; OE; G) - The wretched beggar irritated the queen; but later changed her heart. 

abdomen: part of the body bet. thorax and pelvis (Middle Fr; Latin) – The pain was in the area of the abdomen. 

absolute: complete (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Some leaders want absolute power. 

abundant: bountiful (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Food in our nation is abundant. 

acceptance: official approval (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – We await your acceptance with joy. 

activate: put into action (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – We will try to activate your account immediately. 

adequate: sufficient (Latin) – You gave an adequate amount of information for the leader to make a decision. 

adjacent: next to (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – The decoration goes on the wall adjacent to the entrance. 

agenda: written plan for a mtg. (Latin) – Always prepare the agenda well; be sure to include your collaborators. 
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aggravate: bother; cause anger (Latin) – Do not aggravate your little brother. 

aggressive: militant (Latin) – Your aggressive attitude causes many fights. 

alliance: pact (Fr) – In the novel, it is France that made the alliance with Haiti. 

alien: creature from another world (ME; MFr; Latin) – We need to consider the motion to alleviate the suffering of the alien. 

alternate: occurring by turns (Latin) – We alternate the instruction between Mary and Louise. 

amateur: novice, lacking experience (Fr; Latin) – An amateur dancer substituted the star on the 1
st
 day of the performance. 

ambitious: desire to achieve  (ME; MFr; Latin) – The woman was unusually ambitious about her contribution to the project. 

analyze: study all aspects (New Latin: Grk) – If you analyze the problem well, together you will find a solution. 

anthem: hymn (Middle English; OE; Latin; Grk) – Let the anthem rise; let the celebration begin! 

appalling: repulsive  (Middle English; Middle Fr; OFr;  Latin) – The torture of the animals is appalling.  

aroma: pleasant smell (Middle English; OFr; Latin; Grk) – Go to the garden and smell the aroma of the flowers. 

arrogant: exaggeration of one’s worth; overbearing (Middle English; L) – The arrogant comment caused division unnecessarily. 

artisan: craftsman (Middle English; OI; Latin) – We went to Old San Juan to see the artisan at the craft show. 

astonish: surprise (Middle English; OFr; Latin) – Each year, we astonish the children with the song, The Magical Box. 

architect: building designer (Middle Fr; Latin; Grk) – Did you choose to be architect or an engineer? 

audible: able to be heard (Latin; Grk; Sanskrit) – Each letter needs to be audible or we cannot give you credit. 

authentic: genuine (ME; MFr; Latin; Grk; Sanskrit) – We needed an authentic reading of the meter to determine the exact cost. 

barbarous: cruel (Latin; Grk) – It is unbelievable that we witness barbarous behavior. 

barrier: obstruction  (Middle English; Middle Fr) – One barrier to your success is the lack of proper equipment. 

benefit: for the good of  (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – We ran an activity for the benefit of Teleoro. 
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bewilder: cause insecurity (Middle English; OE) – Conversation with that person will continue to bewilder me because of 

fear. 

boisterous: loud  (Middle English) - People say that our family gatherings are boisterous. 

caliber: quality (Middle Fr; OI; Arabic) – We need teachers of your caliber. 

camouflage: disguise with foliage, paint (Fr) – For safety reasons, soldiers use clothing that will camouflage them. 

candidate: aspirant (Latin) – I will not reveal why I did not vote for that candidate. 

*capital: 1
st
 in rank; letter A; punishable by death; seat of gov’t  (Middle English; Fr; Latin) – San Juan is the capital of PR. 

circulate: distribute (Latin) – Please help me circulate this information for the good of the neighborhood. 

clarify: make clear (Middle English; Middle Fr; Latin) – Did you clarify your point? 

coincide: take place simultaneously (Latin) – We should never have one English activity coincide with the other. 

colossal: great; stupendous (Latin; Grk) – The activity was a colossal success. 

commotion: activity, noise (Middle Fr; Latin) – What is all that commotion over a pizza sale? 

compensate: make up for (Latin) – The treatment by the leader will often compensate for the heavy workload. 

competent: prepared; qualified  (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – We need competent leaders in every nation. 

*compliment: expressed esteem (Fr; I; Spanish) – I compliment you for your honesty. 

conference: presentation by a speaker (Latin) – Will you accompany me to the conference on global warming? 

confiscate: take away (Latin) – Our moderator will confiscate all word lists found in the room. 

congregate: meet (Middle English;Latin) – We plan to congregate at 7:00 am each day of the marathon. 

conifer: trees w. cones (Latin) – Did you study the different types of conifer: cedar, cypress, redwood, spruce. 

consequence: conclusion derived from logic (Latin) – The result is the consequence of your action. 
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consistent: marked by continuity (Latin) – Please be consistent in your discipline practices. 

contagious: catchy (Latin) – The common cold is contagious. 

contemplate: meditate on (Latin) – St. Theresa liked to contemplate the beauty of Nature. 

contribute: give to a fund; play a part in (Latin) – What are the factors that contribute to your success? 

conviction: act of finding one guilty (Middle English; Latin)–The trial resulted in a conviction of the accused murderer. 

counterfeit: not real (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – Counterfeit money was found in the bank. 

courteous: well-mannered (Middle English; OFr) – It is very important to be courteous. 

creative: imaginative (Middle English;Latin) – She took a course in creative writing. 

credible: believable (Middle English; Latin) – The judge determined that the teacher is a credible witness. 

cultivate: nurture (Latin) – Try to cultivate good relationships in the class. 

cultural: having to do w. beliefs; way of life (MEnglish; MFr; Latin) – Cultural trips are very much appreciated by the students. 

dedicate: give; do in honor of (Middle English; L) – We dedicate time to Spelling for vocabulary development. 

deduction: lower price (Latin) – Ask for a deduction because you are a member of this club. 

defiant: recalcitrant (Fr) – Defiant behavior will never bring good results. 

definite: firm (Latin) – Her wedding plans are now definite; let’s prepare the bridal shower. 

delegate: person participating; give power to (Middle English;Latin) – There is a need for voting by every delegate. 

demolish: destroy (Middle Fr; Latin) – That type of accident can demolish the car. 

departure: leaving (Middle English; OFr; Latin) – The departure time is at 10:00 am. 

descendant: proceeding from an ancestor (MiddleFr; Latin) – Jesus is a descendant of the House of David. 

descriptive: capable of picturing (Middle English; Latin) – Please include more descriptive adjectives in your composition. 
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designate: name; indicate (Latin) – The leader will designate five people as representatives. 

desperate: wildly nervous (Latin) – I was desperate to find correct symbols for the activity. 

destiny: place where headed (Middle English; MFr) – Please mark the route you will take to get to your final destiny. 

dialog(ue): conversation (Middle English; OFr; Latin; Grk) – Our bishop advocates dialogue as a means to settle differences. 

diaphragm: body partition, membrane; devise limiting lens aperture (Middle English; Latin; Grk) – Some cameras have a 

special diaphragm used to open the diameter of the lens. 

digital: having to do w. #s  (Latin) – We hear now of digital TV, digital clocks and even digital watches. 

diminish: go away (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – His enthusiasm seems to diminish with time. 

diplomat: one skilled in negotiation (Fr) – The diplomat from England was welcomed with great joy. 

disastrous: terribly bad  (Middle Fr; I; Latin) – We were ashamed of our disastrous score. 

discomfort: distress/annoyance (Middle English; MFr; OFr) – The elderly woman said she did not feel pain; only discomfort. 

discourage: make sad (Middle English; MFr; OFr) – Her attitude will continue to discourage me. 

dismantle: take apart (Middle Fr) – The order was given to dismantle the entire model building. 

distraction: diversion of attention (ME;  L) – We need to remove every type of distraction so that the children can concentrate. 

document: proof; original paper (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – You school record is an official document. 

dramatic: drastic (Latin; Grk) – Do not expect a dramatic change in that boy’s attitude. 

duplicate: make a copy of (Middle English; Latin) – Be sure to bring a duplicate of your file photo for office use. 

durable: lasting (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – Please use a durable glue on that work table. 

eccentric: very different (Middle English; Latin; Grk) – The neighbor is labeled as an eccentric. 

edible: eatable  (Latin) – All berries are not edible. 
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elaborate: complex; full, ornate; expound (Latin)  – Her cousin planned an elaborate wedding. 

elective: selected course  (Middle English; Latin) – Music is an elective in our school; art is a requirement. 

elegant: splendid (Middle Fr; Latin) – The doctor was a very elegant dresser in her day. 

eloquent: marked by fluent expression (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – The professor is known as an eloquent speaker. 

embarrass: abash (Fr; Sp; Port.;Latin)  – Do not embarrass the woman when she presents her case. 

emigrate: travel to (Latin) – History proves that when things get difficult, families emigrate to other lands. 

eminent: highly esteemed (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – Dr. Alvarado is an eminent historian. 

emphasize: focus on  (Latin; Grk) – When studying, learn to emphasize key points; then analyze them. 

employer: boss (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – My father’s employer is coming to dinner this evening. 

encounter: meet (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – When you encounter difficulty, pray before acting. 

endurance: stamina  (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – Your endurance in time of difficulty makes you stronger. 

entertain: show hospitality (Middle English; MFr) – Her mother liked to entertain guests. 

erosion: wearing away (Latin) – One can see evidence of erosion of the beach in Isla Verde. 

essential: most important, necessary (ME; MFr; Latin) – The essential elements must appear on all comprehensive exams. 

establish: set down (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – We need to establish new rules of order. 

eternal: forever (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – We believe in eternal life. 

exception: different (Middle English; MFr; Latin)  – When you learn spelling rules, you also learn the exception to the rule. 

exertion: laborious, perceptible effort (Latin) – With great exertion, we were able to move the car. 

exotic: strikingly unusual (Latin; Grk) – You can enjoy exotic tropical plants in the greenhouse. 

extensive: wide (Middle English; MFr) – In northwest England, we visited the extensive Roman settlement. 
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faculty: group of teachers (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – We have 25 people on our faculty. 

fascinate: delight (Latin) – Works or literature fascinate me. 

feasible: possible (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – Your plan to build that home is not feasible. 

ferocious: wild (Latin) – The pit bull is ferocious. 

fictitious: not true (Latin) – The characters are fictitious but the story sounds real. 

financial: $ (Middle English; MFr) – Families complain of financial difficulties. 

flammable: capable of igniting (Latin) – Did you know that flammable  and inflammable mean the same thing? 

flexible: pliant  (Latin) – In our school, flexible scheduling helps alleviate conflict. 

forbidding: grim; not allowing (Middle English; OE) – We watched the forbidding thunderclouds form during the game. 

foundation: base  (OEnglish; Latin) – Elementary school laid the foundation for your present studies. 

fraudulent: crooked (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – The businessman is cited for fraudulent practices. 

frequency: repetition (ME; MFr; Latin) – It’s not the action that is so bad; it’s the frequency of it that complicates things. 

fugitive: escapee (Middle English; M; Latin; Grk.) – Police have located the fugitive. 

furious: angry (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – Father is furious at me for arriving late again. 

galaxy: group of stars (Middle English; Latin: Grk.) – The Milky Way is an example of a galaxy. 

gallery: corridor, balcony, collection (Middle English; Latin) – The trial featured a gallery of famous witnesses. 

generate: produce, procreate, beget (Latin) – Pizza sales will generate funds for your project. 

generous: liberal, copious  (Middle Fr; Latin) – Always be generous with your time. 

genuine: authentic (Latin) – That purse if made of genuine leather. 

germinate:  sprout (Latin) – Plants cannot germinate without proper care. 
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glorify: praise (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – The psalm says: Glorify the Lord with me. 

gratify: please (Middle Fr; Latin)  – Your participation in this contest will gratify your parents and teachers. 

gratitude: thanksgiving (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – With gratitude, I present this bouquet to your. 

guarantee(y): assurance of fulfillment (Middle Fr; OFr; G) – The guarantee will last for three years. 

habitat: place of living (Latin) – Do not remove the coquí from its habitat. 

heroic: courageous (Latin; Grk.) – We honored the fire fighter for his heroic deeds. 

hesitate: pause; hold back (Latin) – Do not hesitate to call me if you need help. 

hibernate: hide for winter (Latin)  – Bears hibernate in winter. 

hydraulic: operated by H2O (Latin; Grk.) – We contacted hydraulic control suppliers for that needed information. 

hypocrite: person who gives false appearance (ME; OFr.;L; Grk) – Tartuffe was a hypocrite in Moliere’s play. 

ignorance: lack of knowledge (Fr; Latin) – It is because of ignorance, not arrogance that the man reacts that way. 

illusion: misleading image (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – What you see is an optical illusion. 

imitate: do as another does (Latin) – Learn to imitate your teacher’s English pronunciation. 

immature: early (Latin) – Drawing conclusions on this opening day is immature at this moment. 

immigrate: enter and become established (Latin) – The character planned to immigrate to England. 

immortal: eternal (Middle English; Latin) – The words of St. Thomas are immortal: My Lord and My God. 

impatience: lack of control (Middle English; MFr; Latin; Grk) – The impatience of the driver caused the accident. 

impostor(er): one giv. false identity (Latin)  – Beware of that man; he is a known imposter. 

improvise: create w/o plan (Fr; I; Latin) – Don’t cook; we’ll improvise a dinner from what we find. 

impulsive: acting momentarily (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – The boss’s impulsive remark caused havoc. 
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inherit: receive from family member (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – The girl will inherit all that wealth. 

intercept: catch in motion (Middle English; Latin) – When trained, you will intercept messages. 

intervene: mediate (Latin) – If you need me, I will intervene. 

incident: occurrence (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – The second incident warranted a stricter response. 

indirect: roundabout; deceitful (Middle English;  Latin) – Please identify the indirect object. 

infinite: forever (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – You have made a discovery of infinite importance! 

inhabit: live (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – Birds inhabit that sector of the island. 

initial: beginning (Middle Fr; Latin) – The initial speech set the stage for the discussion. 

intellect: mind (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – Your keen intellect enabled you to decipher the meaning so quickly. 

interpret: explain; represent; translate (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – Will you ask her to interpret the question? 

interrupt: break in (Middle English; Latin) – Sorry to interrupt you. 

interview: conversational exchange of ideas (Middle Fr)  – Do not be late for your interview. 

intricate: complicated (Middle English; Latin) – We admired the intricate design of the chandelier. 

intrusion: unwanted interruption  (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – Your abrupt entrance was an intrusion. 

investment: something purchased (Latin) – The house was merely an investment for the rich man. 

inviting: welcome (Middle Fr; Latin) – The swimming pool looks inviting after a hard day’s work. 

jeopardize: endanger (Middle English)  – Prolonged, silly behavior can jeopardize your good standing. 

jeopardy: danger (Middle English) – Unnecessary comments put your job in jeopardy. 

judicial: having to do w. law (Middle English; Latin) – That question pertains to the judicial branch of government.  

justify: prove reasonable (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – The end does not justify the means. 
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juvenile: young  (Fr; Latin) – We will study that case when we visit the juvenile court. 

legendary: well-known in history (Middle English; MFr; Latin; Grk) – Robin Hood is a legendary hero. 

legible: readable (Middle English; Latin) – We had to demonstrate legible handwriting in order to pass. 

lenient: easy on (Latin) – She was never known to be a lenient teacher. 

liable: responsible (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – You are liable to judgment in this case. 

liberate: free (Latin) – Lincoln worked to liberate the slaves. 

literal: actual  (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – I ask you for the literal as well as the symbolic meaning. 

locally: in one’s area (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – Shop locally; it benefits us all. 

logical: reasonable (Middle English; MFr; Latin; Grk.) – Logical thinking will help you solve problems. 

luminous: clear; enlightening (Middle English; Latin) – Can you name the luminous mysteries of the rosary? 

magnitude: great size; extent (ME; Latin) – He was awarded for being a reader of the first magnitude. 

malfunction: failure to operate (Latin; Sanskrit) – A car’s malfunction can cause serious accidents. 

management: leadership (I; Latin) – Poor management skills lead to the company’s failure. 

maneuver: tactic (Fr; Latin) – The Navy planned that maneuver for several months. 

*manual: handbook; requiring physical skill (ME; OFr; Latin: Grk) – Read the manual carefully before operating the machine. 

manuscript: writing as opposed to printing; hand-written (Latin) – The manuscript was lost for eleven years. 

memento: memorabilia (Middle English; Latin) – The memento from Hershey Park is special. 

modify: change (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – If you modify your voice, you will do well in declamation. 

motivate: incite to do (Middle English; Fr; Latin) – The teachers try to motivate you every day. 

multitude: great # (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – Jesus fed the multitude and surprised everyone. 
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mutual: shared in common (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – Our agreement is mutual; we are = responsible. 

myriad: great # (Grk) – The child admired the myriad stars in the sky. 

mystical: having to do w. the spirit (Middle English; Latin; Grk) – We studied the mystical experiences of St. Teresa. 

mastery: learning well (Middle English; OFr) – Mastery of your second language opens doors for you. 

maternal: having to do w. mother  (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – Yes, she is my maternal grandmother. 

maximum: greatest # of (Latin) – We will place a maximum number of chairs in the auditorium. 

merchandise: articles (Middle English; OFr) – Please pick up your merchandise on the 1
st
 floor. 

minimum: lowest # (Latin) – Four is the minimum; eight, maximum. 

moderate: supervise; reasonably low (Middle English; Latin) – An adult must moderate every activity. 

monarchy: country w. 1 leader (Latin; Grk)  A monarchy with an emperor as head is an empire.  

narration: telling of (Latin) – We listened to the narration of the story on tape. 

negligent: lacking in care (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – The mother’s negligent acts led to the court case. 

nocturnal: night (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – There are daytime as well as nocturnal class schedules. 

nominate: name (Latin) – We will nominate our class officers. 

notable: significant (Middle English; OFr; Latin) – There is a notable difference in your attitude! 

notify: tell  (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – If there is a change, please notify me. 

novelty: new-ness (Middle English; MFr) – The novelty of the song motivated the students to participate in the concert. 

numerous: many (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – I gave you numerous chances; now it is too late to apply. 

nutrition: process of using food  (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – Good nutrition is important at any age. 

obsolete: no longer useful (Latin) – Will computers make books obsolete? 
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obstacle: barrier (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – Your lack of discipline is an obstacle to your ability to concentrate. 

obstinate: recalcitrant (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – The obstinate behavior of the child led to his expulsion. 

obvious: evident (Latin) – It is obvious that you know the language. 

occasion: event (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – On this occasion, we congratulate the graduates. 

occupant: resident (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – The occupant of seat 6a is sick. 

occurrence: event (Latin) – A hurricane is an unusual occurrence in Pennsylvania. 

omission: leaving out (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – The omission of her name was a serious mistake. 

opponent: rival (Latin) – The candidate did not criticize his opponent. 

optical: related to vision (ME; Latin; Grk) – We need an optical instrument to help us in this study. 

optional: up to one’s decision (Fr; Latin) – In our school, it is optional to participate in contests. 

overture: orchestral introduction (MEnglish; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – We listened to the overture before studying the musical piece. 

pacify: calm (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – You can use this toy to pacify the boy while I take care of the girl. 

parasite: something feeding on (Middle Fr; Latin; Grk) – Doctors feel that a parasite causes the problem. 

particle: minute quantity (ME; Latin) – We studied about the Z particle in chemistry class. 

penetrate: pierce (Latin) – Water will penetrate any diffusible surface. 

percentage: part of a whole (L) – What percentage of the student population agrees to the menu? 

perilous: dangerous  (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – We studied the perilous fight of the Indians. 

perpetual: eternal (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – We will participate in the perpetual adoration efforts. 

persistent: persevering (Latin) – All of need to be persistent in bettering our knowledge. 

persuasion: convincing (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – With gentle persuasion, Mom put the child to sleep. 
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petition: entreaty; request (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – It is my petition; come to see your grandma. 

pharmacy: drug store (Latin; Grk) – The pharmacy is located close to my home. 

picturesque: like a picture (Fr; I; Latin) – William Gilpin writes about picturesque beauty. 

pleasantry: amenity (Middle English; Anglo-Fr) – The hotel offers every kind of pleasantry to attract clientele. 

populate: fill (Latin) – Different kinds of lizards populate the island. 

potential: possible; mental ability (Middle English; Latin) – Having firecrackers is a potential danger. 

prearrange: do ahead of time (Middle English; MFr) – Please prearrange your plans to come; I need time to consider all areas. 

precaution: carefulness (Fr; Latin) – All of us were warned of the need for precaution. 

previous: beforehand (Latin) – Previous experience is needed to qualify for that position. 

primitive: early (Middle English; Latin) – We took an imaginary journey to primitive times. 

privilege: honor (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – You have the privilege of beginning the prayer. 

probable: likely to become true (Middle English; Latin) – The family rejoiced because the judge found no probable cause. 

probation: test period (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – The woman is out of prison on probation. 

privacy: right to secrecy (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Do not invade your neighbor’s privacy. 

profession: career; pronouncement (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Which profession will you choose? 

prohibit: not allow (Middle English; Latin) – If beer is served, Dad will prohibit my attendance at the party. 

promotion: raised in rank (Middle English; Latin) – Congratulations on your promotion to ast. manager. 

proportion: balance/symmetry (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – You study ratio and proportion. 

proposal: idea presented  (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – We accept the proposal of the ninth grade. 

prosecute: try; pursue until complete; bring legal action against (ME; Latin) – Who was chosen to prosecute the case? 
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provision: process of providing; measure taken (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – The contract makes provision for replacement. 

pulverize: make powder out of; demolish (ME; Latin) – That machine is made to pulverize rock. 

qualify: have the skill; certify (Middle English; Latin) – I did not qualify for the swim team. 

quantity: amount; # (Latin) – Do we want quantity or quality participants? 

quarantine: separation by isolation (Fr; I; Latin) – Stories of the West reflect the many periods of quarantine for smallpox. 

radiate: shine (Latin) – Your smile shows how you radiate with joy. 

reaction: response (Latin) – All of waited to see the teacher’s reaction to our pranks. 

reception: gathering (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – You are invited to the wedding reception. 

recommend: present as worthy (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Can you recommend me for a position as a secretary? 

reduction: lessening (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – We all received a reduction in benefits. 

reference: act of referring; one consulted  (ME; Anglo-F; L) – A dictionary can be found in the reference section of the library. 

regulate: fix (Middle English; Latin) – Can you regulate your schedule to include vocabulary study? 

rehearsal: practice  (Middle English; Anglo-Fr) – If we do not attend the rehearsal, we can’t participate in the play. 

remedy: cure (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – One good remedy for a cough is proper rest. 

relinquish: give up (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – The prince chose to relinquish his title in order to marry the foreigner. 

resemble: look like (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – You resemble your father in all facial expressions. 

reservoir: storage place (Fr) – The reservoir will be cleaned annually. 

resident: inhabitant (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – Are you a resident of San Juan? 

ridicule: make fun of (Fr; Latin) – The teachers forbid us to ridicule the new student. 

resolute: bold; steady (Latin) – Your resolute attitude to persevere despite problems is admirable. 
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riotous: loud (Middle English; Anglo-Fr) – The crowd’s riotous behavior prompted us to call the police. 

romantic: marked by emotional appeal (Fr) – Romeo and Juliet dreamed of romantic adventures. 

sarcasm: caustic remarks (Fr; Latin; Grk) – Avoid sarcasm when you offer criticism of his work. 

sacrifice: give up (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Your parents sacrifice their lives for you. 

satellite: celestial body orbiting the earth  (Middle Fr; Latin) – We receive signals by satellite. 

satire: criticism of human behavior (Middle Fr; Latin) – We study Swift’s satire of human pettiness and bestiality.  

satisfy: appease (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Reading will satisfy your desire to learn about all countries. 

saturate: wet completely  (Latin) – To begin, saturate the sponge with water. 

scholarship: grant given for studies (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – The senior received a sports scholarship. 

seasonal: pertaining to specific parts of the year (ME; Anglo-Fr; L)– The teacher bought seasonal decorations at a discount. 

secluded: isolated (Middle English; Latin) – We lived in a secluded neighborhood. 

self-respect: regard for oneself (ME; G; Latin) – Without self-respect, the bully’s attitude will remain the same. 

signify: mean (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – What does that symbol signify? 

simplify: reduce to basic essentials (Fr; Latin) – Can you simplify that algebraic expression? 

specify: state clearly (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – The teacher will specify the requirements of the task. 

speculate: reflect; theorize (Latin) – Let us not speculate regarding the final outcome. 

strategy: tactic; plan (Grk) – What strategy did you use to solve that problem? 

substantial: ample (Fr; Latin) – He earned a substantial amount of money in that business. 

successor: person after (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Who will be your successor as president? 

summarize: reduce to a concise conclusion (ME; L) – Now it is time to summarize the series of events. 
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supervise: examine from above (Latin) – The leader will supervise all events. 

surgery: operation (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin; Grk) – She had surgery yesterday. 

survival: life-saving (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – For purposes of survival, please buy necessary equipment. 

suspicion: mental uneasiness (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – I have a sneaky suspicion that you didn’t do it. 

symbolic: representative of (Latin; Grk) – The teacher told us to look for the symbolic elements in the drawing. 

sympathy: condolence (Latin; Grk) – I express my heartfelt sympathy for your loss. 

synthetic: bogus (Grk) – After 2001, many lawn chairs were made of synthetic rubber. 

tangible: palpable (Latin) – Mom has no tangible grounds for suspicion. 

temperate: mild (Middle English; Latin) – The sick child moved to a temperate climate. 

tendency: propensity (Latin) – You have a tendency to pronounce the word incorrectly. 

terminal: end (Latin) – I met him at the bus terminal. 

testify: give testimony of (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – You will need to testify before a judge. 

therapy: treatment (Latin; Grk) – After the operation, you need therapy. 

tiresome: makes one tired (OEnglish) – Running in the marathon is tiresome but worth the effort. 

tradition: practice passed on (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – According to tradition, we all gather at the Church. 

tragedy: sorrowful drama; disastrous event (ME; Fr; L; Grk) – Did you study tragedy or comedy? 

transparent: clear enuf to be able to see thru; easily detected (ME; Latin) – Parents can detect transparent excuses. 

titanic: enormous (Grk) – We read fables about titanic creatures of the deep. 

undergrowth: low growth of shrubs (Middle English; OE; G; L) – We need to clear the yard of undergrowth before we plant. 

unison: all together (MEnglish; MFr; Latin) – The eager children shouted in unison. 
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verify: confirm (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin)– Please verify that information. 

versatile: having many aptitudes (Fr; Latin) – Shakespeare was a versatile writer. 

warranty: written guarantee of the integrity of a product (ME; Anglo-Fr) – The machine has a warranty of three months. 

advantageous: to the benefit of (ME; Fr; L) – It is advantageous for you to buy that dictionary. 

anonymous: w/o name (Latin; Grk) – No anonymous letter will be considered in this discussion. 

anthology: collection of literary works (Latin; Grk; Sanskrit) – In English class, we need the anthology of Elizabethan drama.. 

anticipate: foresee (Latin) – I anticipate a reaction to the change in schedule. 

antiseptic: scrupulously clean (Grk) – Doctors in antiseptic green coats tend to our needs. 

anxiety: painful uneasiness (Latin) – Your strong expressions caused anxiety to reign throughout the meeting. 

apologize: ask pardon (Fr; Latin; Grk) – Always apologize for your inappropriate behavior. 

application: written request (Middle English; Latin) – Your application for the job is complete. 

appreciate: express gratitude and value for (Latin) – She did appreciate every gesture of kindness. 

appropriate: correct; apt (Middle English; Latin) – You need to look for the appropriate moment to speak to your mother. 

approximate: nearly exact (Latin) – The cook needs an approximate number of participants. 

aristocrat: upper class (Fr; Latin; Grk) – The customer asked for the aristocrat of California wines. 

articulate: clearly utter (Latin) – She strived to be a very articulate public speaker. 

aspiration: desire (Latin) – His aspiration to become a dancer was crushed when he fell. 

associate: connect; partner with (Middle English; Latin) – Learn to associate one definition with another. 

automation: movement  (Grk) – The student is studying automation and process control. 

aviation: airplane design and manufacture (Fr; Latin) – The Wright Brothers made aviation history. 
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barbarism: lacking refinement (Latin) – Sad to say, we see downright barbarism in supposedly developed nations. 

biography: life-story (Grk) – I read the biography of Pope Benedict XVI. 

calamity: devastation (Middle English; Latin) – Your race can end in peace or in calamity. 

calculation: mathematical determination (Latin) – My calculation is that we will finish at 4:00. 

captivity: held hostage (Latin) – The subject of the study is the Babylonian Captivity. 

catastrophe: disaster (Grk) – That game will end in catastrophe if you continue to recklessly climb fences. 

charitable: liberal in giving (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin; Ir.; Sanskrit) – All charitable donations are greatly appreciated. 

ceremony: formal act; ritual (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – We will attend the awards ceremony. 

comparable: capable of being compared (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin) The scores are comparable to last year’s. 

competition: contest (Latin) – Will you participate in the Spring competition? 

congratulate: express pleasure (Latin) – Dad will be there to congratulate the bride and groom. 

consecutive: following another (Middle English; Fr; Latin) You’ve been champion 4 consecutive terms. 

considerate: thinking of (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – It is noted that she is always considerate of her mother. 

conspicuous: unnecessarily outstanding (L) – Do not be conspicuous by your booming laughter.  

constitution: established law (Middle English; L)–Read the constitution and you’ll understand that law. 

controversial: opposing (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin)–The leader’s participation in that march is controversial. 

controversy: clash of views  (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – I refuse to get involved in that controversy. 

cooperate: work together (Latin) – If we all cooperate, we can finish before the bell rings. 

corporation: legal creation of rights and liabilities (ME; Latin) – The rules of the corporation dictate that we be there. 

customary: usual (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Your customary spirit of cooperation is noted every meeting. 
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demonstration: presentation (Latin) – The agent will give a demonstration of the newly patented product. 

deliberate: consider and discuss (ME; Latin) – The council will deliberate for two days; then call us. 

destination: place to which you go (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – What is your final destination? 

desirable: pleasing; attractive (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – It is desirable that you arrive on time every day. 

diplomatic: related to negotiations (Fr; Latin) – We ask that the countries settle the matter through diplomatic means. 

disadvantage: unfavorable condition (ME; Anglo-Fr; L) The student is at a disadvantage because he never studied English.  

diversity: recognition of differences (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Diversity enriches our club participation. 

ecosystem: community or organisms (Grk) – We learned that the ecosystem is affected by the growth of industry. 

efficiency: productivity (ME; Fr; Latin) – I rewarded her for her efficiency in keeping good records. 

elaborate: ornate; expand (Latin) – It is not necessary to make elaborate drawings. 

eliminate: take out (Latin) – The coach will eliminate some team members tomorrow. 

epidemic: wave of a series of illnesses (Fr; Latin; Grk) – The dengue epidemic has ended. 

evacuate: to empty (Middle English; Latin) – There was reason to evacuate the entire school. 

eventual: subsequent (Middle Fr; Latin) – The character’s eventual change in attitude was due to her mother’s love. 

fundamental: basic (Latin) – Phonics is fundamental to learning English. 

generation: group of people born and living contemporaneously (Latin) – A whole generation is used to the computer. 

grammatical: related to grammar (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin; Grk) Grammatical errors will be noted. 

harmonious: unified (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin; Grk) – Strive to contribute to a harmonious atmosphere. 

hesitation: waiting (Latin) – Without hesitation, the students offered to help the handicapped child. 

hilarious: very funny (Latin; Grk) – The movie, Shampoo, was reviewed as being hilarious. 
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honorable: worthy of praise (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – That famous lawyer was an honorable man. 

hospitable: welcoming (Latin) – When you visit, you will see how hospitable the family is. 

humidity: wetness (Fr; Latin) – The humidity, not the temperature is the reason for the uncomfortable room. 

humiliate: openly embarrass (Latin) – Do not humiliate anyone. 

hypothesis: unproven theory (Grk) – Your hypothesis was correct; your experiment shows it. 

hysterical: hilarious (Latin; Grk) – Our laughter could be called hysterical in some instances. 

identical: equal in appearance  (Latin) – Can you tell the identical twins apart? 

illuminate: light up (Middle English; Latin) – A teacher’s smile will help to illuminate the child’s face. 

illustrious: well-known (Latin) – We study the illustrious Puerto Rican leaders every year. 

imperative: obligatory (Middle English; Latin) – It is imperative that you follow instructions. 

inaccurate: not correct (Latin) – Your statement about the fight is inaccurate. 

inclination: tendency (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – She has a strong artistic inclination. 

indefinite: not certain (Latin) – You are grounded for an indefinite period of time. 

indelible: lasting (Middle English; Latin) – Confirmation makes an indelible mark on the soul. 

inexpensive: cheap (Middle English; Latin) – We sold inexpensive jewelry to raise money for lockers. 

inquisitive: curious (ME; Anglo-Fr; L) – If you are inquisitive, you can devise good questions. 

inflexible: rigid (Latin) – Inflexible people can be difficult to live with. 

ingenious: marked by great originality (ME; Fr; Latin) – T. Jefferson was an ingenious inventor. 

insoluble: incapable of being dissolved (ME; Latin) – You need to distinguish between the soluble and insoluble material. 

inspiration: act or power of moving the intellect (ME; Fr; Latin) – The child is an inspiration to all. 
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irregular: lacking continuity; zygomorphic (ME; Anglo-Fr; L) – The artwork has an irregular but attractive pattern. 

irritable: miserable (Latin) – Without proper rest, the teacher is irritable. 

integrity: honesty; adherence to a code of values (ME;  MFr; Latin)  Work with diligence and integrity. 

intensity: strength (ME; MFr; Latin) – Now do the job with greater intensity. 

intentional: on purpose (ME; MFr; L) The hurt was not intentional; you need to rectify the matter. 

intermediate: middle (Middle English; Latin) – Are you part of the intermediate or superior level? 

intolerance: unwillingness to (OE; L; Grk)The king’s intolerance led to the rebellion of the colonists. 

isolation: alone; separated (Fr; I; Latin) – The sick child is in isolation until the fever breaks. 

journalism: writing (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – The student changed his major to journalism. 

jubilation: great celebration (M; Fr; L; Grk; Hebrew) – In joyful jubilation, let’s begin the Liturgy. 

legendary: historically well-known (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin; Grk) – Cervantes is a legendary literary genius. 

legitimate: lawfully genuine (Middle English; L) – Your complaint is legitimate; I will change the rule. 

luxurious: superfluous (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – That Cadillac is luxurious; too expensive for you. 

majority: greater # (Middle English; Latin) – The majority of the students cooperate with all rules. 

malnutrition: lack of proper food (Middle English; Latin) – Children die from malnutrition every day. 

manageable: capable of handling (I; Latin) – Fifteen is a manageable number. 

mechanism: device (ME; MFr; L; Grk) – What mechanism did you use to solve your problem? 

memorandum: written notice (MEnglish; Latin) – All workers received the same memorandum. 

menagerie: collection of animals (Fr) --   Please display that menagerie along with the Noah’s Ark exhibit. 

minority: lesser # (G; Latin) – The female participants are in the minority. 
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miraculous: related to miracle (Middle English; MFr; Latin) – She asked for a miraculous medal. 

monopoly: exclusive control (Latin; Grk) – Government officials are on the lookout for a possible monopoly on books. 

multicolored: having many colors (Latin) – Joseph had a multicolored robe. 

mythology: study of stories related to culture (Fr; Latin; Grk) – Greek and Roman mythology is quite interesting. 

navigator: sailor (Latin) – The navigator in charge made the decision to stop at the nearby island. 

notorious: infamous (Latin) – Newspapers are notorious for misquoting the leader. 

obituary: column related to deaths (Latin) – I read about his death in the obituary. 

obligation: duty; responsibility (Latin) – It is your obligation to respond the every question. 

obvious: very clear (Latin) – Your reaction to my suggestion makes your stance obvious. 

officially: formally (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – You are officially declared the winner. 

opposition: position against (ME; MFr; Latin) Rome’s opposition to the war helps us to clarify our stance. 

optimism: hopeful spirit (Fr; Latin) – We all admire the optimism of the sick mother. 

ordinary: regular (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – We will follow ordinary procedure as we initiate the competition. 

organism: living thing (ME: OE;Fr; Latin; Grk) – Every governmental organism has a head, a body and a spirit. 

paralysis: inability to move (Latin; Grk) – Sadly enough, paralysis is the result of that accident. 

parasitic: dependent upon another (MFr.; L; Grk) – The study of parasitic diseases reveals that insects in food causes illnesses. 

participate: take part in (Latin) – Will you always participate in the competition? 

perpetual: eternal (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – In Carolina, we have perpetual adoration. 

phenomenon: odd happening (Latin; Grk) – The strange phenomenon of the appearance of the shadow drew a crowd. 

photogenic: suitable for being pictured (Grk; Latin) – A model is photogenic. 
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planetary: related to planets (ME; Anglo-Fr; L; Grk) – We will do a study in planetary motion. 

posterity: future generations (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – This photo is for posterity. 

predicament: situation  (Middle English; Latin) – What a terrible predicament to be in! 

preliminary: preceding (Fr; Latin) – We have a preliminary elimination on Saturday. 

preservation: act of saving  (MEnglish; Latin) – Let us all work for the preservation of cultural values. 

principally: mainly (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – The problem lies principally with the leaders. 

proclamation: announcement (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – I enjoyed the proclamation of the event done during the ceremony. 

propaganda: spreading of ideas (negative) (Latin) – During WWII, propaganda was rampant. 

publicity: information issued to gain attention (ME; Anglo-Fr; L) – Avoid negative publicity. 

reality: truth (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – We need to accept reality; I am not a dancer. 

recognition: act of acknowledging  (Fr; Latin) – The recognition given merits a party for all of us. 

recuperate: recover (Latin) – After you recuperate, I have something for you to resolve. 

reliable: dependable (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – If your information is reliable, we can then proceed. 

requirement: necessary subject (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – English is a requirement in all schools. 

respiration: breathing (Middle English; Latin) – Can you help me understand the process of administering artificial respiration? 

revelation: manifestation (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – It was a revelation to me that you did not know Jerry. 

revolution: sudden, complete change; rebellion (ME Anglo-Fr; Latin) All countries have had their time of revolution. 

salutation: greeting (Middle English; Latin) – In letter writing, you need to utilize the proper salutation. 

sanctuary: holy place; front of a church (MEnglish; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Place that candle in the sanctuary. 

segregation: separation (Latin) – In US history, movements for and against segregation were quite active. 
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security: safety (Latin) – Because of improper security measures, the club is closed. 

self-confidence: belief in self (Middle English; G; Latin) – Do you have the self-confidence to continue? 

self-conscious: uncomfortably self-aware (ME; G; L) When you feel self-conscious, try to divert your attention to something that relaxes you. 

separation: placing apart (Middle English; Latin) – Separation from parents is always hard. 

spontaneous: naturally expressed (Latin) – Spontaneous laughter broke out after the clown entered the hall. 

solitary: secluded (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – One solitary life can change the world. 

sincerity: honesty (Middle Fr; Latin) – His sincerity merited honors. 

stability: steady progress (ME; Anglo-Fr; L) Some stability is necessary before expanding the company. 

*stationary: still (Middle English; Fr; Latin) – The market has remained stationary for one week. 

*stationery: paper (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Please buy enough stationery to last the semester. 

superficial: not deep (Middle English; Latin) – You are lucky; your wound is superficial. 

technology: use of machines and inventions (Grk) – We all need technology to fulfill our tasks. 

temperament: disposition (MEnglish; L) – Your placid temperament is an asset to your group work. 

temporary: not lasting (Latin) – A temporary position awaits you here in the office. 

tributary: smaller river that meets a larger one (ME; Latin) – Is the O. a tributary of the Mississippi? 

unfavorable: not positive (ME; Fr; L;G; Sl) – Your father will not like this unfavorable report. 

unfortunate: unlucky (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – The uncontrolled remark of the teacher is unfortunate. 

universal: whole world (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – A smile is a universal symbol of joy. 

velocity: speed (MFr; Latin) – The velocity of the car caused the crash. 

vicinity: nearby area (MFr; L; Sl; Grk) – In our vicinity, we eat city chicken with mashed potatoes. 
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victorious: successful (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Calasanz was victorious in the tournament. 

vitality: liveliness (Middle English; Latin) – Proceed with vitality. 

zoology: classification, properties, phenomena of animals (Latin) – Do you think you will study zoology? 

accommodations: lodging (Latin) – We sought accommodations in Ponce after the weather changed for the worse. 

aeronautics: study of aircrafts (Fr; Grk; Latin) – The astronauts studies aeronautics. 

antibiotics: medicines that inhibit and kill microorganisms (Fr; Grk) – Take the antibiotics according to doctor’s instructions. 

characteristic: quality (ME; Latin; Grk) – One characteristic of the PRican culture is devotion to Mary. 

circumnavigate: sail around; circle (Latin) – Magellan tried to circumnavigate the globe.  

confederation: alliance of groups (Middle English; Latin) – Throughout history, we study about the confederation of states. 

contemporary: current; existing at the same time (Latin) – We will study contemporary painters. 

determination: spirit of perseverance (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Your determination is admirable. 

dilapidated: decrepit  (Latin) – If you would fix the dilapidated roof, we will then move in. 

disagreeable: unpleasant (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Her disagreeable attitude causes division in the group. 

discrimination: prejudice (Latin) – Laws against discrimination dictate our country’s regulations. 

editorial: article that gives opinions (Latin) – Please read the editorial. 

economical: saving money (Middle English; Latin; Grk) – We must seek economical aide for the poor. 

exaggeration: overstatement (Latin) – If you continue to use exaggeration, your story will not sell. 

extraordinary: above normal (Middle English; L) – Can you use extraordinary means to save her life? 

geological: having to do with earth (New Latin) – The geological report revealed the truth. 

incomparable: not able to be compared (ME; Anglo-Fr; L) – Incomparable strength is the result of effort. 
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inconsiderate: thoughtless (ME; Anglo-Fr; L)Continue to be inconsiderate; you will have no friends. 

inevitable: cannot be avoided (ME; L) – Making a mistake is inevitable after hours of competition. 

innumerable: infinite (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – She made innumerable attempts to win. 

indispensable: essential (Middle English; Latin) – No one is indispensable. 

intelligible: understandable (ME; L) – After being in a coma, she made intelligible responses. 

intermediate: middle (Middle English; Latin) – I competed in intermediate dance competitions. 

intolerable: cannot be accepted (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Remarks that are vulgar are intolerable. 

invariable: constant (Middle English; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – Our school rule regarding smoking is invariable. 

involuntary: not on purpose (ME; Anglo-Fr; L) Some reactions are involuntary; some are not. 

metropolitan: big city-like (Middle English; Latin; Grk) – We are in metropolitan San Juan. 

miscellaneous: varied (Latin) – Under the miscellaneous column, place all meal expenses. 

nationality: of a nation, common origin (ME; Anglo-Fr; Latin) – You will be asked to state your nationality. 

naturalization: process of becoming a citizen (ME; Fr; Latin) – She became a citizen through the process of naturalization. 

obituary: column about death (Latin) – The obituary stated the cause of the accident and the death. 

originality: creativity (Middle English; Latin) – One quality for prizes is originality. 

onomatopoeia: sounds suggests sense (Latin; Grk) – CS Lewis uses onomatopoeia in all his stories. 

photosynthesis: synthesis of chemical compounds with the aide of light (New Latin) – In biology, you study photosynthesis. 

planetarium: place to study solar system (Latin) – I want to visit that planetarium. 

precipitation: rain (Latin) – Too much precipitation is dangerous. 

preliminary: made beforehand (Fr; Latin) – The preliminary remarks open the show. 
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probability: likelihood (ME; Latin) – The probability of winning the lottery is slim. 

pangenesis: heredity  (New Latin) – Pangenesis is a theory introduced by Charles Darwin, heredity. 

pneumonia: illness (New Latin; Grk) – Pneumonia is a lung disease. 

hypochondriac: always sick (Fr; Grk) – The hypochondriac in the story serves to educate us about disease. 

kaleidoscope: instrument to see color at levels (Grk; Eng) – We learned a kaleidoscope of historical facts in the symposium. 

bicentennial: 200 years (Middle English; Latin) – In 1692, that country already celebrated its bicentennial. 

euphemistic: elevated way of expressing oneself (Grk.) – To pass away is euphemistic for to die. 


